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FROM THE EDITOR

With this issue we begin our sixth year of publication. We 
have seen an increase in the number of subscribers and are 
certain that the materials selected for 1983 will attract and 
interest yet other readers. Among the various selections to 
appear is a series of outstanding articles on Carpatho- 
Rusyn folklore by the eminent Czechoslovak scholar 
Dr Mykola Musinka. We will also try to cover some previous
ly projected subjects and follow up on readers’ suggestions 
We have great energy and lots of hearty Slavic soul, but we 
are a tiny, scattered voluntary staff with a limited amount of 
time to devote to the newsletter As aiways, your written 
responses and personal contacts are welcome and encour
aging. They acquaint us with you, they bring us closer as a 
community, they nourish us

Recently, I renewed one such acquaintance with a news
letter reader at a University of Pittsburgh Slavic Department 
gathering. He described his impressions while visiting the 
old country — specifically, villages in Eastern Slovakia — 
with such exciting and astonishing perception that even a 
mug of hot, spicy mulled wine couldn’t prevent chills from 
racing over me head to toe. "You must share this with our 
readers!” I told him, and he promised to record his exper
iences for an upcoming issue of the newsletter

Reminiscences of the old country guided us then into a 
very important discussion which I subsequently pursued 
with others in the following weeks. Some of the questions in 
these discussions concerned the Carpatho-Rusyn Re
search Center, the newsletter, our purpose, our direction 
Here are some ol my thoughts. We in the C-RRC are not 
fanatical ethnics, nor do we claim any one particular political 
or religious orientation. We have a high regard for intelli
gence. creativity, hard work, study, and everbroadening hori
zons As for a direction, it is both outward and inward. First, it 
is outward, dealing with certain external realities. One 
example is that we ought not carelessly and thoughtlessly 
discard or ignore elements of our heritage passed on to us 
lovingly by parents and grandparents. Paul R Magocsi of
fers us a challenge in his article in the present issue on the 
missing monument to Aleksander Duchnovyc. A statue of 
the Rusyn national awakener once stood in what is now the 
overgrown and neglected Cleveland Cultural Gardens. Only 
its grafitti-riaden pedestal remains. Where is the statue? 
Don’t we have an ooligation to find out and restore it, if not in 
the Cultural Gardens, then at least somewhere?

Another example Cities across the country sponsor folK 
festivals throughout the summer months. Ethnic groups are 
invited to set up displays, to perform folksongs and folk 
dances, to share their culture and cuisine with the public In 
some cities, Rusyn groups have gotten together and partici
pated in such events for years Does your city or town hold a 
folk festival9 Is your Carpafho-Rusyn ethnic heritage repre
sented? Make certain you are there. Even a small group can 
set up an interesting display with books, maps, folk cos
tumes. Substantial information and publications are avail
able for you (for instance, from the C-RRC) to educate 
yourselves and to create materials appropriate for a display. 
Such a project can enrich you in many ways, can strengthen 
your community, even if small, and can present something 
new and exciting to the larger public. This, then, is another 
example of the outward direction our ethnic interests may 
take.

Our direction is also inward, dealing with family life and 
personal psychological and emotional experiences. Why 
not, for instance, learn or relearn the meaning of rich family 
and community-centered folk and religious customs of our 
people (shared to a great extent with other Slavic groups)9 
Why discard those elements which nourish out bodies and 
souls, and which we surely can adapt to our lives today? Too 
often. I’m afraid, deeply significant rituals are passed over 
lightly, carried out — if at all — by meaningless rote. The 
symbolism seems to be lost forever, even though it may, iri 
fact, be relevant and even necessary to us. An evening with 
PacMan will never replace the mystical joy of the svjatyj 
vecer— the Holy Supper at Christmas Eve. Today, extended 
families are scattered and may sometimes meet only once a 
year at the Christmas holidays. The svjatyj vecer shared by 
candlelight is a perfect way to focus on the real meaning of 
the holy day — and to rescue our souls from the wild com
mercialism of the season. For years now fraternal publica
tions have been printing descriptions of the svjatyj vecer. 
Professoi Musinka’s articles on Carpatho-Rusyn folklore to 
be run in the Carpatho-Rusyn American this year should 
help educate us in the folk customs of our people Let us try 
to incorporate something of the past wisdom into our lives 
today.

In responding to a recent CRA  editorial, John Hudanish. 
a reader from Oregon, spoke to yet a deeper experience 
about winch we all might meditate While pondering the 
inward” direction of our ethnic interests, I am certain many 

of us will find it well stated in John’s own words.

Dear Editor:
In the Fall 1982 issue, I read how you returned to Ruska 

Vol'a, met your kin, and even visited your great grandmoth
er’s grave. You had, in your own words, come home How I 
long to do what you have done! God grant that someday 
I snail. My tattler's family comes from the area around 
Uzhorod. My grandfather died two decades before I was 
born, and my grandmother died when I was just ten She 
didn t live with us, so I really had never gotten to know her 
well My dad knew next to nothing about the old country and 
couldn't have cared less. The same goes for his brothers 
and sisters. But I have always been curious aoout my roots. 
By asking numerous questions, I’ve managed to learn 
something about Subcarpathian Rus’ Your newsletter has 
helped considerably.

Why this interest9 It is hard to explain And the explana
tion would mean nothing to those who are insensitive to that 
sort of thing it seems that in coming to the United States and 
becoming assimilated into the American mainstream my 
family lost more than its native language, traditional cuisine, 
and old-world values. It also lost its identity; it lost its soul. I 
have always felt the loss, even though I had never really 
experienced what had been taken from me It was gone 
before l came And yet, when the old folks would gather at 
weddings and sing songs in the language (which should also 
have been MY language). I always had a strange stirring 
inside, as if I should be remembering those songs. Instead. I 
always felt like an outsider looking in.

Whatever its origins, the feelings, the interest is there. 
Most of the time it is dormant; it steeps as I go out into the 
world each day to earn my daily bread in a strange land. It 
sleeps — until I read your editorials Then it comes to life 
again — a bittersweet pain in my heart
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ANDREJ KARABELES (1906-1964)

After Vasyl’ Grendza-Dons’kyj (see biography in the C- 
RA, Vol. V, no. 4), the best-known Carpatho-Rusyn writer 
during the first half of the twentieth century was Andrej 
Karabeles. While Grendza-Dons’kyj was primarily con
cerned with the past glories and present socioeconomic 
plight of Rusyns, Karabeles was more introspective and 
analytical of human emotions on an individual basis. And 
whereas Grendza-Dons’kyj wrote in literary Ukrainian, 
Karabeles wrote only in literary Russian.

Andrej Karabeles was born in 1906 in Tybava, a 
Carpatho-Rusyn village near Svaljava. in former Bereg 
county of Subcarpathian Rus', now the Transcarpathian 
Oblast of the Ukrainian SSR After completing elementary 
school in his native village, he attended the gymnasium 
(senior high school) in Mukacevo beginning with the 1918/ 
1919 school year, a time when the language of instruction 
was still Hungarian. After 1920. when Subcarpathian Rus’ 
became part of the new republic of Czechoslovakia, the 
young Karabeles was able to complete his gymnasium stud
ies in Carpatho-Rusyn and Russian. By that time, Russian 
was being taught by recently-arrived emigres from the for
mer tsarist Russian Empire, and therefore he was able to 
learn in his own homeland the otherwise foreign literary 
language of Pushkin and Dostoevsky. As a result, Karabeles 
was able to write correctly in Russian, unlike some of his 
nineteenth-century Carpatho-Rusyn predecessors, who at 
best composed in a strange mixture of Russian and Car
patho-Rusyn dialects.

With a desire to serve his Carpatho-Rusyn people, Kara
beles thought he could best do so by becoming a priest. 
Therefore, he completed the Greek Catholic seminary in 
IJzhorod, although he was never ordained. Moreover, his 
growing interest and belief that Carpatho-Rusyns were part 
of one Russian cultural sphere stretching "from the Carpath
ians to the Pacific Ocean,” led him to convert to Orthodoxy 
in 1932 and to become, at least spiritually, closer to the East. 
After completing his studies, Karabeles taught in several 
Subcarpathian elementary schools (1934-1937) and then 
during the last full school year under Czechoslovak rule 
(1937-1938) at the Mukacevo gymnasium. He also helped 
other young Carpatho-Rusyn authors writing in Russian by 
editing the Mukacevo student literary journal Nasi stremlen- 
ija (1935).

Karabeles began to write while still a gymnasium student, 
and his earliest efforts were almost all in poetry. His talents 
were remarked by others and at the age of 22 his first 
collection of poetry appeared — Collected Verses (Izbran- 
nyja stichotvoremja, 1928). Just one year later, a second 
major collection appeared as well — In the Rays of the Dawn 
(V lucach razsveta, 1929). Both works attested to Kara
beles' command of the Russian language and his respect for 
the great figures of Russian culture, while at the same time 
several poems were dedicated to the beauties of nature in 
his Carpathian homeland as well as to the achievements of 
local Carpatho-Rusyn cultural and national leaders.

Yet surrounded by the poverty of his homeland and 
imbued with a deep sense of pessimism (probably en
hanced by the Romantic inclinations of a youth still in his 
twenties), Karaoeles conveyed an attitude of negativism in a 
large number of his poems, In answering a rhetorical ques

tion “Where is Happiness?” (Gde scast'e?), he lamented 
despairingly:

We were born to be happy
But all of us are without happiness

It is shrouded in eternal sleep.
It is buried in the lifeless grave.

That 1929 poem seems in retrospect to have been a kind of 
self-fulfilling prophecy, because after Germany and Hungary 
destroyed Czechoslvakia in 1938-1939, the life of 
Karabeles was anything but happy. After the Hungarians 
occupied his Subcarpathian homeland, he fled westward to 
German-occupied Bohemia. But his love of Russian culture 
and connections with the Czech underground made him 
suspect to the Nazis, so he was imprisoned in a concentra
tion camp from 1941 to 1945 

Following the conclusion of World War II and his release 
from prison, Karabeles moved to Presov in order to be 
closer to Carpatho-Rusyns still living in postwar eastern 
Czechoslovakia. He was able to participate as a university 
professor in the cultural rebirth of the Presov Region, and he 
also managed to publish a reportage about his concentra
tion camp experiences — On the Edge of Death (Na smer- 
tel’nom rubeze. 1953) — as well as another collection of 
poems — In the Carpathians ( V Karpatacfi 1955).

But these few years of relative happiness proved to be 
shortlived. Karabeles had never become a member of the 
Communist party, and he did not accept the official Ukraini
an nationality policy imposed on the Carpatho-Rusyns of 
Czechoslovakia during the 1950s As a result, he was re
lieved of his teaching post and his membership iri Presov 
Region cultural organizations, He went once again to Bohe
mia In 1957, where he remained until his death. Yet, despite 
his own unhappy fate, Andrej Karabeles has remained 
through his writings one of the leading poetic voices of 
Carpatho-Rusyns in the twentieth century

Philip Michaels 
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RUSYN REMNANTS IN AMERICA

This past year I returned once again to Cleveland. Al
though there to give a lecture, I was also determined to see a 
few aspects of the city that recalled the past of the many 
Carpatho-Rusyn immigrants and their descendants who 
have inhabited the city since the early decades of this cen
tury.

One of these “ Rusyn monuments” in Cleveland is St. 
Theodosius Orthodox Cathedral, located on Starkweather 
Avenue in an area of the city known as the Flats. Built in 
1896 and attended by several generations of Carpatho- 
Rusyn faithful, St. Theodosius Cathedral was thrust into the 
national limelight a few years ago because the Academy- 
Award winning film, ‘‘The Deerhunter” (1978), used the 
structure for its “ Russian” wedding scene. Actually, the film 
is about a group of Carpatho-Rusyn young men from Clair- 
ton, Pennsylvania, whose lives are brutally disrupted when 
they are called to Vietnam. While most people who have 
seen the film know it is about Slavs in America, few if any 
realize that it is about our Carpatho-Rusyns. The wedding 
reception (hostyna), for instance, was shot in the Lemko 
Hall, also located in Cleveland.

To be sure, I did expect the area around the inner-city 
church to be run-down, which unfortunately is typical of most 
blighted American downtown areas I would have never 
believed, however, the necessity for the armed guard on 
permanent duty inside the nearby supermarket — that same 
small market where the “Deerhunter’s” Meryl Streep played 
the role of a cashier

The domes of St. Theodosius Orthodox Cathedral and the 
boardcd-up but still functioning supermarket in the fore
ground from the movie, “The Deerhunter.”

In fact, the only pleasant human experience in this area of 
the city was the chance encounter with a woman standing in 
front of her house next to the market. She asked if I had 
visited "our" church and if I knew that part of the “ Deer- 
hunter" had been filmed there. She proudly proclaimed that 
she was one of the “ locals" used in the film, and that she 
was the woman who kissed Robert De Niro during the wed
ding reception scene Less interested in her amorous and 
dramatic experiences, I inquired if she spoke “po-nasemu.” 
She said that she spoke Russian a n d 'po-na&emu,” and that 
her parents were "Russians.” After further discussion, I dis
covered her parents had indeed come from Czechoslovakia, 
more specifically from near Svidm'k, which is, of course, the 
Rusyn-inhabited part of that country.

The next stop in my excursion through the “Rusyn monu
ments" of Cleveland was at the so-called Cleveland Cultural 
Gardens, popularly known as the nationalities gardens, 
which are the part of Rockefeller Park that stretches south of 
St Clair Avenue between Liberty and East Boulevards. Be
gun during the 1930s and set in an attractive and lush ver
dant landscape, the Cultural Gardens were intended to de
pict in some way (often through statues of national heroes) 
the cultural achievements of nearly two dozen immigrant 
groups living in Cleveland I had heard that the Carpatho- 
Rusyns were represented and that supposedly there was a 
statue of our greatest national leader, Aleksander Duchno- 
vyc. If this was true, it was probab'y the only such public 
statue of a Rusyn leader in America, and I just had to see it. 
Was I in for a surprise'

We picked up a brochure at the park's office, and sure 
enough it listed as number 4 — the Rusin Garden Our way 
was made somewhat easier because it seems that a few 
years ago the city put up brightly, if somewhat gaudy, colored 
signs, so that it was not long before we found one on East 
Boulevard marked Rusin Cultural Garden. At first glance, I 
saw nothing — just the sign Looking further, there was still 
nothing to be found

Having come so far. I was not willing to give up easily. So I 
walked down a hill toward Liberty Boulevard along a con

sign off of East Boulevard in Rockefeller Park
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neciing road where I saw the Slovak Cultural Garden (of 
which there was only a sign and a few clumps of rock that 
looked like remains of statues). Beyond the Slovak Cultural 
Garden in a forested valley below East Boulevard. I came 
onto a beer-can and garbage-strewn clearing. And lo and 
behold, in the middle of this depressing setting I saw a 
granite column upon which must have once stood the bust of 
Duchnovyc Off to the left were the remains of a staircase 
overgrown with weeds that seemed to lead up the hill to East 
Boulevard, where I first saw the Rusin Cultural Garden sign.

Realizing where I was — literally as well as figuratively in 
the jungles of urban America — I tried to block out mentally 
the grafitti (which at least was not crude or vulgar) and was 
able to read on the granite column inscriptions written in 
English and Carpatho-Rusyn Indicated were the dates and 
places of the birth and death of Reverend Aleksander Duch
novyc (1803-1865) and a line from his poetry which subse
quently became the national credo. Ja Pusyn byl, jesm / 
budu— I was. am, and will remain a Rusyn.

Yes. once there was a statue of Duchnovyc in America. 
Created by sculptor Frank Jirouch, it was formally unveiled 
in 1952. The gardens themselves had been dedicated as 
early as June 25,1939, by the Most Reverend Basil Takacs, 
D.D., Bishop of the Byzantine Catholic Diocese of Pitts
burgh. and Reverend Joseph P Hanulya, then president of 
the Rusin Cultural Garden Association But how long did the 
statue stand, and what happened to it? No one seems to 
know — or care1

The Rusin Cultural Garden as it once was

On reflection, I found it ironic, if not insulting, that Cleve
land's park authorities recently went through the motions of 
putting up large new signs, behind which, in most cases, 
there are only weeds and decaying walls and pedestals. And 
there is even a handsome new color brochure published in 
1981 arid signed by city officials, headed by a mayor with a 
Slavic name. And would you believe it, that same brochure 
indicates that the president of the City of Cleveland Feder
ation responsible for all the cultural gardens is none other 
than Sigmund T. Brinsky. Esq., himself a long-time commu
nity activist in America and son of another Carpatho-Rusyn 
poet, Reverend Sigmund Brinsky (1881-1932), who comes 
from the same region as Duchnovyc.

Granite pedestal of the DuchnovyC monument today

Should not we, Americans of Carpatho-Rusyn descent, 
and most especially those living in the Cleveland area, at 
least inquire about what happened to the statue in the Rusin 
Cultural Garden? We owe it to Duchnovyc and to our fore
bears in America who showed respect for their cultural and 
religious heritage Write a letter inquiring about the missing 
statue in the Rusin Cultural Garden to: Mr Ozell Dobins, 
Commissioner, Division of Park Maintenance, 1230 East 
Sixth Street — 4th Floor. Cleveland Ohio 44144

Paul R. Magocsi
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS

With this issue we continue our survey of recent publica
tions compiled by Philip Michaels, These are from 1979 and 
will be listed alphabetically Many of these works are from 
Eastern Europe and are difficult to obtain Most, however, 
can be found in research libraries of major universities (Cali
fornia. Harvard. Indiana, Toronto, Yale) or in institutions like 
the Library of Congress, New York Public Library, and Cleve
land Public Library. Local libraries can often obtain these 
works through Interlibrary Loan. Titles which can be pur
chased will be designated as such. ■— Editor

Cyzmar. Ivan XXVrokiv svjata kul’tury ukrajins'kych trud- 
jascych CSSR— Svydnyk (25 Years of the Festival of Ukrai
nian Workers of Czechoslovakia in Svidnik). Kosice. Vycho- 
doslovenske vyd pre Ustredny vybor K2UP v Presove.
1979. 177 p.

The annua! folk festival field for three days each June in 
the Svidnik amphitheater attracts often between 30.000 and 
40,000 spectators to see folk groups from the Presov Re
gion and other eastern European countries. The present 
volume, with parallel texts in Ukrainian and Slovak, provides 
a brief history of the festival, comprehensive lists of all orga
nizers, contents of programs, participating groups, and a 
bibliography of all reviews. There are 96 pages of photo
graphs, many in color, which illustrate the wide variety of 
Carpatho-Rusyn folk costumes.

Dranichak. Julianna Aleksander Dukhnovich and the 
Carpatho-Russian National Cultural Movement. State Uni
versity of New York at Binghamton Ph.D dissertation. 1979,
iv, 221 p.

This is the first doctoral dissertation written in the United 
States to deal exclusively with the career of the greatest 
nineteenth-century Carpatho-Rusyn writer and national 
leader, Aleksander Duchnovyc. The dissertation focuses on 
the political and historical, not the literary, aspects of Duch- 
novyd’s activity. DranichaK's thesis is based on a wide vari
ety of secondary sources and deals with the early life of 
Duchnovyc as well as his activity in education and in promot
ing the publication of literary and scholarly books.

Throughout the thesis, Dranichak tries to prove, often in a 
polemical manner, that not only did Duchnovyc identify him
self and his people with Russians, but that Carpatho-Rusyns 
and their language are supposedly Russian (Available from 
University Microfilms International 300 N Zeeb Road. Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48106)

Duklja Vol XXVII, Nos. 1-6 (Presov, 1979). 80 pp each 
issue.

This volume of Duklja. the literary and public affairs jour
nal of the Ukrainian Rusyn population in the Presov Region, 
contains primarily new literary works by iocal authors. The 
only substantive articles are by A Slepec'kyj and F. Nau
menko on the nineteenth-century writer Aleksander Pavlo- 
vyc (No 4) and by V Syrokova on the poetical aspects of 
local Rusyn folk songs (No 6).

There are. however, several brief biographical essays 
commemorating the birthdays of several contemporary cul-
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tural leaders from both the Presov Region and Transcar- 
pathia. including the literary historian Olena Rudlovcak (No, 
1); the painters Julius Muska (No 2), Orest Dubaj (No 4), 
and Zoltan Soltes (No 5); the folklorist and composer Jurij 
Cymbora (No. 3); the sculptor Ivan Harapko (No. 5): and the 
writer Stepan Hanuscyn (No 6).

Evans, James M Guide to the Amerikansky Russky 
Viestnik, Vol. I: 1894-1914. Fairview, N.J : Carpatho-Rusyn 
Research Center, 1979, xiv, 508 p

The Amehkansky Russky Viestnik. published by the 
Greek Catholic Union from 1892 to 1952. was without ques
tion the most influential of all Rusyn-American newspapers. 
Its columns are filled with invaluable data on early immigrant 
political, religious, social, and cultural life, as well as with 
information about the European homeland upon which the 
immigrants had a decisive influence. This work represents 
the initial effort to provide a comprehensive annotated bib
liographical guide to all articles in the Amerikansky Russky 
Viestnik between 1894 and 1914.

The guide includes an impressive 3,065 entries, each of 
which provides the title of an article (in the original and 
English translation) and description of its content There are 
three appendices listing the officers, membership statistics, 
ana financial statistics of the Greek Catholic Union. Six indi
ces list photographs, editorials, letters to the editor from 
Europe, letters to the editor from the United States, subjects, 
and names. This guide is an indispensable aid to anyone 
interested in the Rusyn-American community prior to World 
War I (Available from the Carpatho-Rusyn Research Center 
for S12.50)

Hirnjak, Ljubomyr Na stezkach istorycnych podij Kar- 
pats’ka Ukrajina i nastupni roky (Along the Pathway of His
torical Events: Carpatho-Ukraine and Later Years). New 
York, 1979, 341 p

These ate memoirs written by a Galician Ukrainian who 
participated in the Carpathian Sic military unit established in 
Subcarpathian Rus‘ in late 1938. The Sic was based in 
Chust, the Carpatho-Ukraine’s capital, and most of the 
events described take place in that town. These memoirs, 
with historical photographs, focus largely on the Galicians 
who came to Subcarpathia in late 1938 early 1939, and the 
impression one gets, at least from this book, is that they 
were the most important element in the Carpathian Sic.

Honlar. Tajsija A. Narodne charduvannja ukrajinciv Karpat 
(The Popular Cuisine of the Ukrainians in the Carpathians). 
Kiev: Naukova dumka. 1979. 140 p

This detailed study analyses the eating and drinking hab
its of Rusyn ethnographic groups on both sides of the Car
pathian Mountains — Lemkians, Boikians, and Hutsuls — 
from the late nineteenth century until the 1930s. The first 
three sections deal with. (1) the food products available in 
the mountains and the implements used to prepare meals, 
(2) the eating and drinking regime and diet; and (3) the 
church calendar and its relationship to foods The last sec
tion traces the changes in eating and drinking habits that 
have occurred in recent years

Hyrjak, Mychajlo, ed Ukrajins'ki narodni kazky Schidnoji 
Siovaccyny (Ukrainian Folk Tales from Eastern Slovakia), 
Vol. VII Bratislava and Presov. Slovac ke pedahohicne vyd.,



viddil ukrajins’koji literatury. 1979. 304 p
This volume, in the continuing series of Carpatho-Rusyn 

folk tales from the Presov Region of northeastern Slovakia, 
includes 25 texts, all based on recordings made in 1972 of 
Mykola Dutka form Cigel’ka, a mountain village on the Po
lish border northwest of Bardejov. The volume is handsome
ly illustrated and concludes wilh an essay by the editor on 
the folk tale tradition in the Baroejov Region and a Rusyn- 
Ukramian glossary of dialectal words

Kalynjak, Ivan. Narodne vesillja (The Folk Wedding) Nau- 
kovo-populjama biblioteka CK KSUT, No 12 Presov, 1979, 
144 p.

This valuable ethnographic study describes all the ele
ments that comprise the traditional wedding preparation, 
ceremony, and celebration The description is based on cus
toms in the Presov Region village of Rovne, just north of 
Svidmk, and all the texts are in the original Carpatho-Rusyn 
dialect spoken there. Also included are the music and texts 
to more than 80 songs from Rovne and nearby villages, as 
well as photographs taken at a recent traditional wedding

Korol', Ivan F. Peremozna syla braterstva: solidarnist'nar- 
odiv Krajiny Had z revoljucijnoju borot bo/u trudjascych Za- 
karpattja 1917-1945 rr. (The Victorious Power of Brotherli
ness- the Unity of Peoples in Local Councils with the 
Revolutionary Struggle of the Workers in Transcarpathia, 
1917-1945). L'viv: Vysca skola, 1979.

This work contains an historical survey of Subcarpathian 
Rus' from the end of W'orld War I to the end of World War II 
The author presents the classic Marxist interpretation, that 
local councils strove to unite with the Soviet Ukraine in 1918
1919; that the region suffered under Czechoslovak oppres
sion during the interwar period; that the partisan movement 
was widespread during World War II; and that the populace 
overwhelmingly welcomed incorporation into the Soviet 
Union in 1944-1945.

RECENT ACTIVITIES

On November 10th-19th, 1982, the parishioners of St. 
John the Baptist Byzantine Catholic Church of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, were treated to a display and lecture on Car
patho-Rusyn culture presented by Jerry Jumba of Parma, 
Ohio. This reflection on the past culminated the final week of 
our 75th anniversary celebration at St John's which, ac
cording to its articles of incorporation dated June 8. 1908, 
was initially named: “The Ruthenian Catholic Church of St 
John the Baptist of Minneapolis.”

Almost 100 people, mostly middle-aged to elderly, attend
ed this workshop The majority of them were parishioners 
Discussion was spirited and participation lively One rather 
surprising fact surfaced in response to Jumba's initial ques
tion to the audience — ' What nationality are you?” Several 
individuals were unsure or unaware of their Rusyn heritage 
Even though the founders of our church (only 75 years ago) 
were essentially all Rusyns. today many are of other nation

alities. The parish, of course, has gone through change, as 
has society in general. Intermarriage, conversion, and so 
on, have brought people of various other ethnic back
grounds into our church. They have been welcome and all 
share in the friendly and positive environment which is cre
ated by the total membership of the church To understand 
one s heritage, regardless of nationality, helps one to better 
understand oneself and others We must try to project this 
understanding as positive energy instilled into our everyday 
lives

After the workshop more cultural discussion was stimu
lated by follow-up questions brought forth by several young 
parishioners who were unable to attend the official event. 
These were young people of Rusyn background who discov
ered within themselves a latent interest on the subject 
evoked by conversation with those who had attended the 
workshop

Another visit by Jumba would undoubtedly find an even 
wider range of interest than originally prevailed. In fact, a 
local ‘ Rusyn Club” is presently in the making.

Lawrence Goga 
Chairman. Church Advisory Committee 

St John the Baptist Byzantine Catholic Church 
Minneapolis, Minnesota

REQUEST FROM READER

I am an associate professor of history and am presently 
engaged in a research project on the Displaced Persons of 
Europe (DPs), 1945-1952 As part of this project I have 
been seeking out ex-DPs all over the country, interviewing 
them in person or by mail, and attempting to gather other 
information from more traditional sources. I wou!d be happy 
to hear from anyone who has information on the DP years, 
especially on DP camp activities — organization, clubs, 
court system, theater and other cultural activities, and 
schools, My aim is to write a book which will help Americans 
understand the DPs, the DP era, and the importance of that 
period. Thank you for any assistance Mark Wyman. Depart
ment of History. Illinois State University, Schroeder 334, 
Normal, Illinois 61761, or by phone at (309) 436-6641

IN APPRECIATION

The Carpatho-Rusyn American extends a warm thank 
you to all who participated in the Markus-Magocsi dialogue 
by means of printed commentaries and letters to the Editor 
in our quarterly issues of 1982 Responses to the intitial 
articles regarding aspects of the Rusyn/ Ukrainian relation
ship in this country by Professors Markus ano Magocsi print
ed in the Fall issue (Vol. IV, No. 3, 1981) were varied and 
controversial. They represent the kind of exchange of ideas 
and information which the newsletter hopes to continue on 
this and other issues of concern to our readers We invite 
readers to write with their opinions, comments, and sugges
tions on this and other subjects

OUR FRONT COVER

The Rusin Cultural Garden, Rockefeller Park, Cleveland. 
Ohio, as it appears today. See the article “ Rusyn Remnants 
in America” in this issue.
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